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Abstract:  
Every product has a life cycle. Some products have such value and durability that they live a long life. It 
includes an extended period of "maturity" in which they are, essentially, feature complete but are still 
very good at what they do. Such mature products are often termed cash cows because, if well managed, 
they generate revenue far in excess of the maintenance costs they incur. Although some cash cows 
happen by accident, the best are spotted early and are managed through a coherent sequence of 
maturation, exploitation and termination. This paper examines the mature product life phases as they 
apply to software products. It shows the interaction between business and technology which drive the 
phases. It considers the distinctive challenges of mature product maintenance, real software maintenance 
-- in contrast to normal software creation and enhancement. Throughout, it shows that work on mature 
products offers challenges and rewards comparable to those to be gained from work on new and current 
products. 
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